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Choosing Your Storage Unit
If you’re thinking about renting a unit at a storage facility, it’s easy to become overwhelmed by all the 
options that are available. Review the different storage types below to learn what they are best suited for.

Planning for a move to college can be hectic and packing is a critical component of the transition. How can 
parents help? Figuring out what to pack and what to store is key. Taking advantage of a self-storage unit can 
simplify the experience, whether near your college student’s dorm so they can easily access their surplus 
belongings, or near your home where items can be retrieved or swapped out on holiday.

Back to School 
5 Benefits of Using 
Self Storage in College

1) Say goodbye to clutter.
Get rid of unnecessary items that will clutter the college dorm room. Designate piles for donation or for selling at a 
garage sale or online, then box up the must-have items to be stored.

2) Check college policies.
There are specific items that may be banned from dorm rooms such as coffee makers, kettles, or other electronic 
items that could pose safety risks. Check to see which items are not allowed before you spend time packing them.

3) Consider the seasons.
If you’re planning on buying containers for storage, so your student can have access to their items year-round, be 
sure to label them. For example, plastic containers with winter clothes or blankets should be labeled appropriately 
so they can be easily located in the storage unit.

4) Pack cleaning supplies.
When you arrive at the new space, you might want to clean the area a bit, so be sure to pack some paper towels, 
cleaning wipes, or disinfectant cleaner/spray. This will help make the space feel fresh and ready to live in. 

5) Don’t forget kitchen items.
College students will likely need to use  plastic containers, dishes, and glasses in their dorm room. Make it easier 
for them to take these along by packing them in an organized fashion in labeled containers. Any items they won’t 
need in the dorm can be kept in the storage-unit. 

Looking for a storage unit to help keep your college student’s items secure and easily accessible while 
they are at school? Utilizing self-storage units can help make the transition out of the nest and into the 
college world a smooth one.
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